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Abstract
How are sensory representations learned via experience? Deep learning offers a theoretical toolkit for studying how neural codes emerge under different learning rules.
Studies suggesting that representations in deep networks resemble those in biological brains have mostly relied on one specific learning rule: gradient descent, the
workhorse behind modern deep learning. However, it remains unclear how robust
these emergent representations in deep networks are to this specific choice of learning algorithm. Here we present a continuous two-dimensional space of candidate
learning rules, parameterized by levels of top-down feedback and Hebbian learning.
We show that this space contains five important candidate learning algorithms as
specific points–Gradient Descent, Contrastive Hebbian, quasi-Predictive Coding,
Hebbian & Anti-Hebbian. Next, we exhaustively characterize the properties of
each rule during learning about hierarchically structured data, and identify zones
within this space where deep networks exhibit qualitative signatures of biological
learning. We find that while a large set of algorithms achieve zero training error
at convergence, only a subset show hallmarks of human semantic development
like progressive differentiation and illusory correlations. Further, only a subset
adjust intermediate neural representations toward task-relevant representations,
indicative of backpropagation-like behavior. Finally, we show that algorithms can
dramatically differ in their learned neural representations and dynamics, providing
experimentally testable hallmarks of different learning principles. Our findings
provide a framework linking diverse neural representational geometries to learning principles which can guide future experiments, and offer evidence about the
learning rules likely to be at work in biology.

1

Introduction

Understanding how neural representations are formed across the cortical hierarchy and how these
emergent representations unfold over time to guide behavior are core goals of modern neuroscience.
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Neural representations in many cortical areas appear to be adapted to the performance of specific tasks,
such as object recognition [34, 19], face identification [13], or semantic processing [35]. A growing
range of work has sought to explain the link between tasks and neural representations within a deep
learning framework [37]. Deep neural networks with task-optimized architectures [51] or trained with
gradient descent to perform real-world tasks [17] recapitulate neural representations and categorical
structure in a range of circumstances [19, 23]. Moreover, they exhibit known empirical features of
learning trajectories, such as quasi-stage like transitions between different performance levels [41].
Most of these comparisons rely on supervised learning via gradient descent, corresponding to the
highly effective standard practice in deep learning.
However, a long tradition in systems neuroscience has suggested other learning algorithms and
principles which might contribute to neural representations. These algorithms could be unsupervised,
such as Hebbian learning [29], or sparse coding [46]. Alternatively, they could be supervised but take
different forms, such as contrastive Hebbian learning [50] or predictive coding [36, 2, 18]. It therefore
remains unclear whether other algorithms might also be able to show the same empirical hallmarks
as gradient descent; or conversely, whether even small modifications to gradient descent would
radically alter predictions. Moreover, multiple learning algorithms might coexist, with representations
emerging through lifelong exposure to a plethora of sensory statistics interacting with a mixture of
supervised and unsupervised principles [26, 42].
Therefore a key challenge is to build a linking theory relating data from brains and behavior to a
wide range of abstract machine learning algorithms. Here, we develop a systematic approach by
introducing a parametric space of learning rules that contains a variety of proposed algorithms as
special cases. We show how experimentally measurable aspects of training dynamics and learned
representations depend on the choice of algorithm within this space. For the specific empirical domain
of semantic development, we find that a region of algorithms centered on gradient descent are broadly
consistent with existing experimental data, while algorithms with strong unsupervised Hebbian
influences are not. More generally, our approach makes testable predictions about representational
geometries and learning trajectories in neural circuits that can help guide future experiments.

2

Methods

What inferences about learning algorithms in biological systems are licensed by different experimental
observations? Ideally, one could consider a conceptual space of richly-structured learning rules in
which specific algorithms like gradient descent are single points. A given experimental constraint
(such as stage-like learning) will be consistent with some subset of this space. As constraints are
multiplexed, the set of candidate algorithms would narrow down to a feasible region that accurately
represents the remaining uncertainty. Here, we carry out this approach for a simple two-dimensional
parametric space of learning algorithms. We first explain the general model architecture, and then
justify our construction by showing that it integrates five plausible learning rules.
As shown in Fig. 1a, we consider a simple network architecture with a single hidden layer and linear
activation functions. Deep linear networks, while simple, nevertheless yield a nonconvex optimization
problem with nonlinear dynamics reminiscent of their nonlinear counterparts [40]. While prior work
has focused on the feedforward setting, a number of proposed learning rules make use of top-down
feedback. We therefore add top-down feedback, but for simplicity, allow only one backwards sweep.
In response to an input, neural activations thus have values at two time points, corresponding to a
feedforward sweep that we denote as hff ∈ RNh , and then one step of recurrent feedback that we
denote as h ∈ RNh . In response to an input pattern x ∈ RNi , the feedforward activity pass yields
hidden activity hff and output ŷ ∈ RNo ,
hff = W1 x,

ŷ = W2 hff ,

(1)

and the feedback activity pass yields updated hidden activity h
h

= W1 x + γW2T ŷ,

(2)

where the scalar γ is a key parameter governing the strength of top-down feedback in the network.
The matrices W1 ∈ RNh ×Ni and W2 ∈ RNo ×Nh denote trainable synaptic connections in the first
and second layers respectively.2
2

Ni , Nh , and No are the number of input neurons, hidden neurons, and output neurons, respectively.
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Figure 1: Model and dataset. (a) Network model architecture and learning phases. Contrastive
Hebbian learning relies on contrasting a clamped state and a free state differing in whether the output
layer is clamped at the desired output. (b) A hierarchical dataset (desired output matrix y) comprising
8 objects (items).
In order to learn, weights are updated with a learning rule defined by two parameters, γ and η, which
govern the nature of a contrastive Hebbian update ∆WiCHL (γ), i = 1, 2 and a standard Hebbian
update ∆W1HEBB (η), respectively, such that the total update is ∆W1 = ∆W1CHL (γ) + ∆W1HEBB (η)
and ∆W2 = ∆W2CHL (γ).
The contrastive Hebbian learning (CHL) term is a standard error-driven learning technique that
generalizes gradient descent [50]. It is defined by a Hebbian contrast between two states of the
network, one in which the activity of the output neurons are left free, and one in which the output
neurons are clamped to the correct target values y ∈ RNo . In the ‘free’ (i.e., input-driven) state, the
hidden layer activity after recurrence hf is given by hf = W1 x + γW2T ŷ where the first term is the
bottom-up input, and the second term is the top-down feedback. In the ‘clamped’ (i.e., target-driven)
state, hidden layer activity hc is given by hc = W1 x + γW2T y. The weight update is then a contrast
of these states (learning rate λ is fixed to a small value of 0.005):
1
∆W1CHL (γ)
λ
1
∆W2CHL (γ)
λ

=

(hc xT − hf xT )/γ = W2T (y − ŷ)xT


T
T
= yhc − ŷhf = (y − ŷ)xT W1T + γ yyT − ŷŷT W2 .

(3)
(4)

The Hebbian update term ∆W1HEBB (η) is a standard correlation rule in which co-active neurons
potentiate their connections, and is unsupervised. Because simple Hebbian learning updates of the
form ∆W = hxT are known to be unstable, we include a norm constraint (known as Oja’s rule) for
positive coefficients η, and normalize the update using the Euclidean norm k·k2 of the weights for
negative η [44]. Denoting the nth row of ∆W1HEBB (η) as ∆w(η)Tn , corresponding to the update for
weights into the nth hidden unit, we have
 ff T
ηhn (x − hffn wnT )
if η > 0
T
∆w(η)n =
(5)
2
ηhffn xT /(1 + kwn k2 ) otherwise
We built this specific two-dimensional continuous space of learning rules, first, so that zero-error
solutions (ŷ = y) are stable fixed points of the CHL dynamics (as revealed clearly in Eqs. (3)-(4));
and second, so that by adjusting γ and η it is possible to implement five important and widely
considered candidate algorithms. We now describe these connections.
Contrastive Hebbian Learning (γ = 1, η = 0): CHL uses positive top-down feedback with and
without clamped targets to update weights, and has been used as a potentially more “biologically
plausible” alternative to gradient descent in neuroscience [50, 5].
3

Gradient Descent (γ → 0, η = 0): The workhorse algorithm behind deep learning lies at the
origin in the 2D space, where additional top-down feedback is infinitesimal and there is no Hebbian
contribution. This fact has been shown by [50] and can be seen directly from Eqs. (3)-(4) when
γ → 0 (i.e., the standard gradient descent equations for deep linear networks [41]).
Quasi-Predictive Coding (γ = −1, η = 0): Predictive coding theories propose that higher processing layers attempt to explain away the activity of lower layers [36, 2, 12, 48, 18]. A version of this
idea is instantiated by selecting γ = −1, such that top-down connectivity is inhibitory. As we show in
the Supplementary Material, when trained as an autoencoder, minimum norm weight configurations
that achieve zero training error exactly cancel feedforward activity with top-down inhibition. We call
our version “quasi”-Predictive Coding because it differs in detail from the canonical model by Rao
and Ballard [36] (cf. a diverse range of other specific instantiations in previous work [24]).
Hebbian Learning (γ → 0, η > 0): Correlational Hebbian learning implements the foundational
idea that neurons that fire together wire together [14, 28], justified by many studies probing synaptic
plasticity. While the preceding three algorithms are supervised, Hebbian learning is unsupervised and
on its own cannot drive error to zero. It extracts the largest principal component of the input data [30].
Here, diversity in neural tuning, and eventual convergence to zero error, is achieved by the CHL term.
Anti-Hebbian Learning (γ → 0, η < 0): Anti-Hebbian learning, in which co-active neurons tend to
unwire, is a hallmark of efficient coding theories of learning. These typically require different neurons
to decorrelate such that they represent different aspects of the input. For instance the update in
independent component analysis (ICA) is ∆W ∝ −hxT + W−T [20] (with traditionally nonlinear
tanh hidden neurons). The first term is anti-Hebbian, while the second term promotes orthogonality
of the weight matrix to prevent it from degenerating to zero. In our framework, degeneration to zero
is prevented by the CHL term, which requires active neurons to implement the input-output mapping.
Hence five theoretically important learning algorithms exist as points in this two-dimensional space.
Alongside them, however, there are an infinite number of candidates which interpolate between these
alternatives. Notably, the space allows mixtures of error-driven and unsupervised learning by taking
both γ and η to be nonzero.
These learning rules can be applied to a variety of environments and datasets. One important structure
of the world considered in prior work is a hierarchy, which organizes semantic knowledge about the
natural kinds (e.g., a Ragdoll is a type of cat, which is a type of animal) [38, 41]. Following this
line of work, we train networks on an explicitly hierarchical dataset with 15 output properties and 8
input objects (Fig. 1b). The task is to link each object, encoded by a one-hot input vector, to its set of
associated binary properties (Fig. 1b; see Supplementary Material for further discussion). To perform
semantic tasks, these input objects must be linked to the properties they possess, for instance, whether
they can grow, have roots, or can fly. We selected this dataset for two reasons: first, similar datasets
have been used to model features of human semantic development [38, 41], providing a rich empirical
domain for comparison; and second, because the one-hot inputs contain no statistical structure,
any hierarchical similarity emerging in feedforward hidden representations indicates an influence
of the target output on lower layers, reflecting an important hallmark of end-to-end training and
backpropagation-like behavior. Networks were initialized with small weights drawn randomly from
independent Gaussian distributions at both layers (standard deviation = 10−10 ; see Supplementary
Material for simulations for networks initialized with large Gaussian weights), and contained 32
hidden units.

3

Results

We characterize the behavior of algorithms throughout this space of learning rules along three broad
dimensions. First, we probe their learning trajectories. While a large region of our 2D space of
learning algorithms can drive training error to zero (see Supplementary Material), algorithms can take
diverse trajectories. We ask whether there is stage-like learning of hierarchical data, and transient
errors on specific properties during learning known as illusory correlations. Second, we investigate
internal representations in the hidden layer of the networks over the course of learning. Different
algorithms yield distinct neural representations and exhibit specific patterns of one-shot generalization.
Third, we determine the degree to which internal representations reflect task-driven or unsupervised
influences, separating algorithms which yield end-to-end ‘feature learning’ from those that do not.
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Figure 2: Characterizing learning dynamics under different learning rules throughout the 2D space of
algorithms controlled by top-down feedback parameter γ and Hebbian parameter η. (a) Mean time
lag between learning adjacent hierarchy levels. (b) Number of stage-like transitions during learning
(quantified as number of local peaks in the time derivative of the error, minus one). (c) Illusory
correlation strength, measured as the integral of a network’s erroneous predictions for a feature/object
combination that should have been zero (see Supplementary Material for detailed description). (d)
Illustrative learning trajectories for two algorithms. Gradient descent (left) exhibits strong progressive
differentiation corresponding to each hierarchy level, quantified by large time differences between
different effective singular values reaching 5% of their maximal value (open circles), and passes
through four distinct stages of error. By contrast, quasi-predictive coding (right) learns all but the
finest hierarchical level at a similar time. γ = 0 represents γ → 0, i.e., the limit where top-down
feedback is infinitesimal.
3.1

Learning dynamics

During the course of acquiring semantic knowledge, children generally learn broader categorical
distinctions, such as between animate and inanimate objects, more rapidly than finer-grained distinctions [25]. Their knowledge can transition through quasi-discrete stages characterized by abrupt
reorganizations of concepts [16, 45], and they sometimes attest to false beliefs (e.g., worms have
bones) that they should not have learned in real experience [9]. These three signatures of semantic
development in biological systems–progressive differentiation, stage-like transitions, and illusory
correlations–are known to be emergent properties of deep networks trained with gradient descent
on richly structured data [38, 41]. Below, we identify zones within our two-dimensional space of
learning rules where deep networks exhibit these signatures of biological learning.
Progressive differentiation of hierarchical statistics To investigate when each hierarchy level in
the dataset is learned by different algorithms, we measure the strength of the network’s input-output
mapping for each hierarchy level. In particular, we use the singular value decomposition of the
dataset’s input-output correlation matrix to extract the component of the network’s input-output
mapping in each hierarchical level [41] (see Supplementary Material for more details). A network’s
learning progress can be described by the trajectory of its effective singular values, one for each
hierarchical distinction3 . These effective singular values start near zero when the network has not
encoded a particular distinction, and rise to the true singular value in the dataset when learning
converges, as depicted in sample trajectories for two algorithms in Fig. 2d.
3

Here we assume diagonal one-hot input vectors for simplicity, but see Supplementary Material for further
discussion of richer input correlations.
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We plot the dependence of learning speed on hierarchy level in Fig. 2a, quantified as the mean
time span between learning successive levels. A subset of algorithms centered on gradient descent
exhibit prominent progressive differentiation, whereas those with large positive Hebbian or negative
top-down feedback components do not.
Stage-like transitions Beyond differences in learning timescale captured by progressive differentiation, we also examine a qualitative change in the shape of the learning trajectory. We measure the
number of stage-like drops in error by counting the number of peaks in the time derivative of the total
training error. As shown in Fig. 2b, only a subset of algorithms exhibit many stage-like transitions in
learning, and these largely overlap with those exhibiting progressive differentiation.
Illusory correlations Finally, we ask whether algorithms exhibit transient errors on specific features
during learning. For instance, a child might say that a worm has bones, even though they never could
have seen this, because they have overgeneralized from the fact that most animals have bones. These
illusions are known to exist under gradient descent training in deep but not shallow networks [41]. We
consider an individual feature m for item i, which should be zero, but has strong positive contributions
on the top three hierarchy levels and negative contributions for the third (see detailed description in
the Supplementary Material). This can result in a U-shaped trajectory for this feature over the course
of learning (see Supplementary Material). We plot the integral w.r.t time of the feature trajectory to
quantify the prominence of illusory correlations in Fig. 2c. These semantic illusions emerge in a
similar region of algorithms that exhibit progressive differentiation and stage-like transitions.
Hence, the behavioral dynamics observed in a region of this space of algorithms centered on the canonical case of gradient descent recreates experimental results showing that children exhibit progressive
differentiation of hierarchical category structure [25], pass through sequences of developmental
stages [16], and exhibit semantic illusions during learning [9]. The feasible set of algorithms includes
gradient descent, but also extends to CHL and modestly strong quasi-Predictive Coding, Hebbian,
and Anti-Hebbian learning. Notably, however, very strong Hebbian learning is inconsistent with
these learning dynamics.

3.2

Geometry of emergent neural representations

Because of the redundancy in neural networks with many hidden neurons, any given task can be
implemented with a variety of different hidden representations. Here we systematically investigate
the neural representations that emerge from different learning algorithms. Comparisons between
representations in deep networks and the brain have frequently made use of representational similarity
analysis (RSA) [19], which considers two representations to be equivalent when the pairwise distances
between neural representations for different inputs are identical. We therefore compute the neural
representational similarity matrix (RSM) Σhij = hTi hj , where hi is the hidden representation of item
i. This neural similarity pattern can be considered in relation to the similarity between output features
in our hierarchical dataset, which has a characteristic ultrametric structure of blocks within blocks (see
Supplementary Material). We also visualize time-dependent representational geometry by performing
a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) embedding of the hidden-layer activity for each item at every
time point throughout learning. To show systematic changes within the two dimensional space of
algorithms, we plot representations along the horizontal and vertical axis in Figs. 3-4, respectively.
Top-down feedback axis Along the horizontal axis as the top-down feedback γ changes from
strongly negative to strongly positive, all models learn to perform the task perfectly (Fig. 3a). However
the algorithms shift from RSMs emphasizing the representation of superordinate categories (the
broadest distinction, animals vs. plants) to emphasizing the representation of subordinate categories
(e.g., oak vs. pine) (Fig. 3b). Similarly, the MDS plots in Fig. 3c trace out a generally tree-shaped
trajectory over learning, indicating progressive differentiation of the hierarchical structure in the
dataset over time; but the distance between superordinate and subordinate distinctions decreases as γ
increases.
Hebbian axis Along the vertical axis, most networks (except for strong anti-Hebbian networks)
converge to zero training error Fig. 4a. Strong positive values of η yield particularly fast convergence
reminiscent of shallow networks [41], but in this regime neural representations no longer reflect the
hierarchical task structure (Fig. 4b). By contrast, strong anti-Hebbian learning only differentiates
broad semantic categories within the same training time as other algorithms.
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Figure 4: Emergent neural representations with varying Hebbian component η. Same conventions as
Fig. 3.

One-shot inductive generalization While many algorithms drive training error to zero, the preceding results show that they do so with different hidden representations. As a result, networks
will generalize their knowledge differently on the basis of these representations. Here we evaluate
one-shot learning of a new property for a particular item, following the procedure in [39, 27, 41].
Suppose that a novel property m is observed for a familiar object i (e.g. an oak has property m). We
instantiate an additional output neuron ŷm in the output layer of the neural network, and learn only
the weights from the hidden layer to this new output neuron, so as to prevent this fast learning of a
single property from interfering with the structural knowledge already stored in the network. Then the
network predicts the value of m for the rest of the items. For gradient descent, as learning progresses,
the novel feature is first extended broadly to all items before being progressively restricted, and
eventually follows the hierarchical structure in the dataset as shown in Fig. 5a. However, this is not
the case for algorithms which produce anticorrelated hidden-unit activity patterns during learning
(see Supplementary Material). For a network with positive top-down feedback γ = 1 and a small
anti-Hebbian component η = −0.001), for instance, the network learns anticorrelations between
neighboring items (e.g., a pair of ‘siblings’ like oak and pine). As a result, its one-shot generalizations
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Figure 5: Linking hidden representations to inductive generalization. A novel feature (m; value
ym = 1) is observed for oak. Here we ask: “if an oak has property m, do other objects have property
m?” (a) Under gradient descent, neural representations of objects undergo progressive differentiation,
yielding progressively restricted projection of the novel feature to other items, and generalizations
which eventually mirror the hierarchy. (b) For the algorithm with γ = 1, η = −0.001, the network
prioritizes semantic distinctions at the subordinate levels (e.g., oak vs. pine) within a selected training
epoch ts ). The RSMs show the output-layer similarity matrix Σŷ after the network rapidly learns 10
novel properties of each of the 8 objects within ts .
do not conform to the hierarchy in the dataset, even at the end of learning (Fig. 5b). In the domain of
semantic development, children are capable of rich generalizations that conform to the structure of a
domain, consistent with the behavior of algorithms near gradient descent [9, 16].
3.3

End-to-end learning versus local learning

Deep learning emphasizes task-driven end-to-end representation learning [7], rather than local unsupervised learning. A similar distinction has been the focus of a variety of empirical work in
neuroscience. Several theories propose substantial task-driven reorganization of low-level representations during learning [43, 47]. By contrast, other accounts have suggested that learning mainly
changes readout weights from a relatively stable internal representation [11, 33]. Here we consider
the degree to which first-layer weights are determined by CHL updates, reflecting task-driven representational change, as compared to the Hebbian component, reflecting unsupervised representational
change. As shown in Fig. 6, task-driven contributions are substantial in a region of the space, reflecting an end-to-end learning regime that centers on gradient descent and largely overlaps with
the rules that exhibit progressive differentiation. Strong Hebbian algorithms, by contrast, yield
first-layer weights that are dominated by unsupervised Hebbian updates (see Supplementary Material
for further discussion). Fig. 6 shows the degree to which hidden-layer features are learned via error
backpropagation vs. unsupervised Hebbian learning, a key distinction in many theories of neural
learning. We note that γ and η do scale the update size, but this does not directly translate to the
integrated changes. E.g., if error is driven near zero, the CHL component will stop learning even
with large γ. The integrated synaptic strength changes in the network model correspond to important
training-induced plasticity that can be measured in electrophysiological experiments [1]. Hence our
space of rules interpolates between task-driven end-to-end feature learning and local unsupervised
theories [6, 10, 4, 15, 21, 3], opening new avenues for testing these theories in future experiments.

4

Conclusion

Biological learning exhibits striking phenomena like progressive differentiation, stage-like transitions,
and semantic illusions. Using a 2D space of learning rules, we have shown that these signatures
are not limited to gradient descent alone. Instead, a region of learning algorithms exhibit these
phenomena, though with meaningful subtleties. In particular, the amount of Hebbian learning is
constrained, consistent with prior work [28, 6]. Of note, we do not claim that Hebbian learning never
yields progressive differentiation. In other tasks (particularly those where the unsupervised statistics
are hierarchical too), progressive differentiation could occur in Hebbian learning. Our goal here
was to start with a task environment well-studied in prior work, that specifically does not have the
8

Figure 6: Competing
contributionsR from CHL versus Hebbian
term to synaptic weight update in the
R
R
first layer: t ∆W1CHL F dt − t ∆W1HEBB F dt / t k∆W1 kF dt. Red: greater contribution
from CHL. Blue: greater contribution from Hebbian. Black: non-convergence in simulation.

target structure embedded in the inputs. Future work could extend our rule space to cover secondorder methods [8], nonlinear networks, and the growing number of approximate backpropagation
alternatives [22, 49], as well as other ways of combining error-correcting and Hebbian learning (e.g.,
Leabra; [31, 32]). A major contribution of our work is proposing a minimalist space that nevertheless
encompasses five commonly discussed learning rules. The metrics we propose provide a methodology
that can be used to characterize any desired learning rule. Our findings offer a roadmap for further
constraining the learning mechanisms at work in biology, by comparing the representations that
emerge through learning, the generalizations they support, and the distribution of task-driven changes
across brain structures.

Broader Impact
We hope the work presented here could be of interest to neuroscientists and cognitive scientists who
use deep networks to model and understand how biological brains encode, compose and generalise
abstract knowledge. Our work aims to characterize basic learning processes in the brain, and any
applications are likely to lie far in the future with substantial uncertainty. If the methods in this paper
did lead to identification of learning principles operating in parts of the brain, this could aid design of
optimal curricula, with possible benefits for educational and medical settings (for instance, restoration
of vision after stroke). Conversely, however, quantitative theories of human learning could allow
design of adversarial curricula that rapidly induce false beliefs. Our findings on illusory correlations
show that different learning algorithms make errors in which broad correlations in the dataset are
over-extended to specific inputs to which they do not apply. These findings could have implications
for susceptibility to biases in data. If these learning mechanisms describe human learning, this could
provide insight into the development of implicit biases. At present our work is far from these impacts.
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